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The wait for a business smartphone that will hold charge just like the old Nokia phone is over.

Sydney, Australia — Rugged Computing today announced that the UniStrong UT10, the business smartphone with the battery life of the legendary
Nokia phone of old is now available in Australia.

For more than a decade since the creation of smartphone popularised by Apple, the world has been waiting for a device that can last more than a day
of use. Today after years of waiting, the device is finally here. With 8000mAh Lithium-Ion Battery, UniStrong UT10 has 3 times the battery life of
iPhone X and unlike the iPhone or other popular Android Smartphones, the UniStrong battery is user replaceable increasing its operating life and
lifetime usage.

Newer smartphones are getting tougher with stronger glass and IP68 water and dust resistant tested. The UniStrong UT10 takes the smartphone
toughness to a new level with MIL-STD-810G certification and 1.5 meters drop resistant. The UniStrong UT10 is dustproof, impact resistant, oil and
chemical resistant, pressure resistant, puncture resistant, shock/vibration resistant, drop resistant (1.5m), high/low temperature resistant, humidity
resistant and waterproof making it highly suitable for work use, even in the toughest environments.

Installed with the Android 8.0 Operating Systems and running on Qualcomm MSM8953 Octa-Core processor, the UniStrong UT10 delivers a stable
working environment for cloud-based applications. Combined with Intel 802.11a/b/g/n/ac Wi-Fi, Bluetooth 4.1 technology, NFC capability and a user
replaceable 8000mAh high-capacity battery, UT10 gives the maximum mobile experience to its users.

The UniStrong UT10 only weighs 0.36 kg making it one of the lightest 6" rugged phone in the market. It comes with a range of built-in features such as
13MP rear camera, dual SIM cards and dedicated 72 channels GPS (GPS/GLONASS/BeiDou/Galileo).

With work being done outside the office, being able to see the display under the full blazing sun is now a requirement, UniStrong UT10 provides a
large display real estate with its 6" FHD (1920 x 1080) Sunlight Readable Display with Capacitive Touch Panel for comfortable viewing and use.

The UniStrong UT10 has been designed with work in mind and comes with the following optional accessories: Barcode Reader Add-On, Handstrap,
Desktop Charging Cradle, Vehicle Cradle and Belt Utility Pouch.

Australian business and consumer alike would definitely benefit from using UniStrong UT10 Rugged Smartphone. The device is now available in
Australia, exclusively from Rugged Computing which specialised in Rugged Devices (Rugged Notebook, Rugged Tablet and Rugged Handheld PC &
Smartphones). The device is unlocked and can be connected to Optus, Telstra and Vodafone.

Direct Link: http://www.ruggedcomputing.com.au/UT10-p/ut10.htm
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